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Photoshop CC: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Photoshop CC is truly amazing, but it can also be overwhelming if you’re just getting started. This book makes learning Photoshop as easy as possible by explaining things in a friendly, conversational style—without technical jargon. After a thorough introduction to the program, you’ll delve deep into...
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$30 Film SchoolCourse Technology PTR, 2003
Alt.culture.guide™, Keith Gordon, 2004
   One of the most important tools available to an a artist.     

We are entering a new era. Mini-DV filmmaking is the new folk, the new punk rock, the new medium where anyone can tell his story. "$30 Film School" is an alternative to spending four years and a...
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Unity Virtual Reality Projects: Learn Virtual Reality by developing more than 10 engaging projects with Unity 2018, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Explore the latest features of Unity 2018 to create immersive VR projects for Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, Daydream and Gear VR

	
		Key Features

		
			A project-based guide to teach you how to develop immersive and fun VR applications using Unity 3D
	
			Build experiences with interactable...
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Beginning Java Objects: From Concepts To Code, Second EditionApress, 2005
Learning to design objects effectively with Java is the goal of Beginning Java Objects: From Concepts to Code, an intensive yet approachable guide to object design, using UML and today's hottest programming language. Plenty of titles dig into the Java language in massive detail, but this one steps back and looks at object design first. The...
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Learning Unix for Mac OS X PantherO'Reilly, 2003
This compact book provides a user-friendly tour for  the uninitiated of the Mac Unix base. You can safely explore Terminal and familiarize yourself with the command line, learning as you go about the hundreds of Unix programs that come with your Mac. You'll begin to understand the power and flexibility of Unix. And if Unix isn't new to you, you'll...
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The End of Poverty: Economic Possibilities for Our TimePenguin Press, 2005
He has been cited by The New York Times Magazine as "probably the most important economist in the world" and by Time as "the world's best-known economist." He has advised an extraordinary range of world leaders and international institutions on the full range of issues related to creating economic success and reducing...
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Photoshop Elements 8 for Mac: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2009
Ideal for scrapbookers, serious and casual photographers, and budding graphic artists alike, Photoshop Elements 8 for Mac is more powerful and easier to use than previous versions. But figuring out how and when to use the program's tools is still tricky. With this book, you'll learn not only what each tool does, but also when it makes the most...
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Sams Teach Yourself Google SketchUp 8 in 10 Minutes (Sams Teach Yourself -- Minutes)Sams Publishing, 2011

	Welcome to SketchUp! This book is all about Google’s fantastically popular
	3D modeling program, ready for you to create 3D drawings with.


	SketchUp is ultrapowerful, and lets you draw models with ease. Need to
	draw a new engine? SketchUp can do it. Need to lay out your back yard
	plantings? SketchUp can help. Want to plan...
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Pro ASP.NET 2.0 in VB 2005, Special EditionApress, 2006
Welcome to Pro ASP.NET 2.0 in VB 2005, Special Edition. In this book, you'll learn how ASP.NET 2.0 really works. You won't be bored with a rehash of the VB 2005 language--instead, you'll get the hard-won practical advice that you need to build sophisticated, scalable websites. New features are clearly identified, so if you've programmed...
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Color Management for Digital Photographers For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Here's your key to perfect color in digital images
    

    Fine-tune brightness, contrast, and tone with Photoshop® Elements and these tips    

    Shooting great photos is only half the battle—tweaking the details in your digital darkroom makes the difference between so-so images and...
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Flash CS5: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2010

	
		Unlock the power of Adobe Flash and bring stunning animations to life onscreen. It's easy with Flash CS5: The Missing Manual. You'll start creating animations in the first chapter, and learn to produce effective, well-planned visuals that get your message across. This entertaining edition includes a complete primer on...
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Republic of Lies: American Conspiracy Theorists and Their Surprising Rise to PowerMetropolitan Books, 2019

	
		A riveting tour through the landscape and meaning of modern conspiracy theories, exploring the causes and tenacity of this American malady, from Birthers to Pizzagate and beyond.

		

		American society has always been fertile ground for conspiracy theories, but with the election of Donald Trump, previously...
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